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Abstract
In the present study, a 3D device-level numerical model is implemented via finite element method to assess the effects 
of design and operating parameters on the separation performance of a microscale acoustofluidic device. Elastodynamic 
equations together with electromechanical coupling at the piezoelectric actuators for the stress field within the solid parts, 
Helmholtz equation for the acoustic field within fluid, and Navier–Stokes equations for the fluid flow are coupled for the 
simulations. Once the zero-acoustic and flow fields are obtained, the trajectories of the particles are obtained by employing 
point–particle approach. The particle trajectories are simulated for many particles with different sizes released from random 
initial locations. Separation performances of the different cases are evaluated based on described metrics such as purity, 
yield, percentage of particle stuck in the channel, the force acting on the particles, residence time and separation parameter.

Keywords Microfluidics · Particle manipulation · Acoustophoresis

1 Introduction

Among different techniques, acoustophoresis is a promis-
ing, label-free technique for bio-particle manipulation in 
microchannels with potential for high-throughput applica-
tions (Laurell et al. 2007; Cetin et al. 2014). Following the 
studies regarding the fundamental physics and demonstra-
tion of some successful applications prior to 2013 (Cetin 
et al. 2014), there has been even an increasing interest on 
microscale acoustofluidic technology for various biologi-
cal, chemical and biomedical applications. Some recent 
studies include focusing of nanoparticles via a 2D acoustic 
field (Antfolk et al. 2014), removal of proteins from blood 
components (Tenje et al. 2015), precise rotational manipu-
lation of single cells and organisms via streaming vortices 
(Ahmed et al. 2016), manipulation of micro-bodies (Kaynak 

et al. 2017; Ceylan et al. 2017), separation of nanoparti-
cles in a continuous flow (Sehgal and Kirby 2017; Mengxi 
et al. 2017), enrichment of mononuclear cells from blood 
(Urbansky et al. 2017), clinical scale enrichment of tumor 
cells from blood for either higher tumor cell recovery or 
higher purity (Magnusson et al. 2017), activation of sen-
sory neurons in C. elegans for neurobiology research (Zhou 
et al. 2017), microfluidic cell sorting at comparable rate and 
purity levels of commercial cell sorters (Ung et al. 2017), 
rapid hematocrit measurement of blood with a readout accu-
racy of 3% points hematocrit (Petersson et al. 2018), puri-
fication of lymphocytes from leukopheresis product, buffy 
coat and whole blood (Lissandrello et al. 2018), separation 
of bacteria from blood at high throughput as well as at high 
cell concentration with a bacterial yield as high as 99.7% 
(Ohlsson et al. 2018), isolation of three clinically relevant 
bacteria from blood with improved limit of detection (Silva 
et al. 2017; Dow et al. 2018), and high-throughput platelet 
separation with a recovery rate as high as 87% with a plas-
tic microfluidic device (Gu et al. 2019). Even though many 
successful cases have been demonstrated in the literature, 
efficiency of acoustophoretic bio-particle separation may be 
low since the selectivity of acoustophoresis relies on the size 
and acoustic properties of bio-particles which may not vary 
significantly among different bio-particle populations. To 
increase selectivity and hence improve separation efficiency, 
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integration of acoustophoresis with dielectrophoresis (Cetin 
et al. 2016; Antfolk et al. 2017) and labeling bio-particles 
with negative acoustic contrast particles (Cushing et al. 
2018) have also been proposed in the literature.

The essential ingredient for acoustophoretic particle 
manipulation is acoustic radiation force which acts on a 
particle as a result of scattering of acoustic waves at the 
particle–fluid interface. Acoustic radiation force is a second-
order time averaged effect. Considering the second-order 
perturbations on pressure and density field, the acoustic 
radiation force on a spherical particle derived analytically 
at the Rayleigh limit (i.e. by recognizing only single scat-
tering event) which requires size of the particle being much 
smaller than the wavelength of the incoming acoustic wave 
in an inviscid fluid (King 1934; Yosioka and Kawasima 
1955; Gorkov 1962). Later, the derivation was extended to 
include viscous (Settnes and Bruus 2012) and thermoviscous 
effects (Karlsen and Bruus 2015). The presence of multiple 
particles and/or microchannel confinement dictates inclusion 
of re-scattering events to constitute acoustic particle–particle 
(Wang and Dual 2009; Silva and Bruus 2014; Baasch et al. 
2017) and particle–wall (Wang and Dual 2012) interactions. 
With more sophisticated numerical simulations, acoustic 
radiation force can be obtained for non-spherical particles 
(Glynne-Jones et al. 2013; Hahn et al. 2015; Garbin et al. 
2015) and/or for cylindrical (Cai et al. 2010) and spherical 
particles beyond Rayleigh limit (Cai et al. 2010; Baasch and 
Dual 2018).

Device-level simulations are also as crucial as determina-
tion of acoustic radiation force to understand the effects of 
design and operating parameters on the device performance. 
For a complete picture, the solution of elastodynamic equa-
tions are required for the solid parts together with electro-
mechanical coupling at the piezoelectric actuators as well as 
full compressible Navier–Stokes equations for the fluid flow. 
Moreover, a rigorous model needs to account for the pres-
ence of the particles. Device-level simulations are challeng-
ing owing to multi-scale and coupled multi-physics nature of 
the problem. There are different time scales (acoustic cycle 
in the range of sub-microseconds, transient behavior of the 
device in the range of miliseconds and particle motion in the 
range of seconds) and different length scales (size of viscous 
and thermal boundary layers in the range of sub-micrometer, 
size of a particle in the range of tens of micrometers, size 
of microchannels in the range of hundred micrometers and 
size of a device in the range of centimeters) are involved 
in the problem. The time scale problem can be overcome 
by employing time-harmonic approach (Hahn et al. 2014). 
To overcome the multiple length scales, it is a common 
approach to treat particles as point particles and use pre-
defined relations for calculation of the acoustic radiation 
and drag forces acting on the particles. For this approach, 
simulations are performed without the presence of particles 

within the computational domain. Even without the parti-
cles, simulations of all the remaining length scales are not 
feasible, especially for 3D problems. Several groups carried 
out device-level simulations including all length scales in 
2D (Muller et al. 2012, 2013; Nama et al. 2015; Liu et al. 
2016; Mao et al. 2016). On the other hand, many 3D simu-
lations studied the fluid flow and particle trajectories with-
out considering the dynamics of piezoelectric actuators and 
solid parts of the device (Trippa et al. 2011; Gralinski et al. 
2012; Trujillo et al. 2013; Buyukkocak et al. 2014; Yang 
et al. 2018; Vitali et al. 2018). In these studies, the mode 
shapes of the piezoelectric actuator were not modeled and 
the calculation of the acoustic radiation force relied on 1D 
transient acoustic field which assumes uniform distribution 
of boundary displacement on the channel wall. A uniform 
distribution of microchannel wall displacement along the 
microchannel axis is an idealization which cannot be real-
ized in practice owing to the (1) complex mode shapes along 
the axial direction experienced by the piezoelectric actua-
tor at high frequencies, (2) possible inhomogeneities within 
the piezoelectric actuators and (3) effect of real microchan-
nel architecture on the acoustic field. Moreover, an ad hoc 
parameter (which is not know a priori) to account for the 
acoustic energy provided by the piezoelectric actuator needs 
to be introduced into the 1D models (Trippa et al. 2011; 
Gralinski et al. 2012; Trujillo et al. 2013; Buyukkocak et al. 
2014; Yang et al. 2018; Vitali et al. 2018). For a realistic pic-
ture, 3D device-level simulations which couples the dynam-
ics of the piezoelectric material to the acoustic response are 
essential (Hahn et al. 2014; Cetin et al. 2016). In addition, 
the effect of the viscosity can be further incorporated into 
3D device-level simulations through the concept of limit 
velocity without any calculations within the viscous bound-
ary layer (Lei et al. 2014; Hahn et al. 2014, 2015). Further-
more, certain variability in particle size, acoustic properties 
and/or release locations also needs to be considered in the 
model to mimic real acoustophoretic applications (Yang 
et al. 2018; Vitali et al. 2018; Garofalo Jun 2019; Buyuk-
kocak et al. 2014; Cetin et al. 2016).

1.1  Scope of the present study

A schematic drawing of a typical acoustophoretic device based 
on bulk acoustic waves is given in Fig. 1. All the parameters, 
which can be classified as design parameters shown on the 
figure, are important for a successful operation of an acou-
stophoretic chip. In addition to design parameters, there are 
also operating parameters (namely frequencies and amplitude 
of the actuation signal and volumetric flow rates) which also 
affect the device performance. The effects of these parameters 
may be assessed thoroughly employing a device-level com-
putational model. Moreover, a Monte Carlo type of approach 
(Buyukkocak et al. 2014; Cetin et al. 2016) which provides 
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statistical distributions for the starting locations of particles as 
well as size distribution is employed for more realistic mode-
ling. In the present study, a 3D device-level numerical model is 
implemented via COMSOL Multiphysics to assess the effects 
of design and operating parameters on the separation perfor-
mance of a microscale acoustofluidic device. The particle tra-
jectories are obtained for 660 particles with 2 different size 
groups released from random initial locations. The simula-
tions are performed for different channel widths, frequencies, 
microchannel depths and volumetric flow rates. Some metrics 
(such as purity, yield, percentage of particle stuck in the chan-
nel, force acting on the particles, residence time and separa-
tion parameter) have been introduced to discuss the separation 
performance of the device. To the best of authors’ knowledge, 
a critical assessment of design and operating parameters via 
3D device-level simulations which couples the dynamics of the 
piezoelectric material to the acoustic response is not available 
in the literature, and we believe understanding the sensitiv-
ity of these parameters on the separation performance will be 
benefited by the researchers in the microfluidics community 
for further development of bulk acoustic wave acoustophoretic 
devices.

2  Computational model

The acoustophoretic system analyzed in this study is com-
posed of a glass substrate, a microfluidic channel network 
etched onto a silicon material, two piezoelectric actuators 

and a buffer fluid filling the microfluidic channel. The pie-
zoelectric materials actuate the chip which has a channel 
pattern on the bottom side of the chip. A glass lid covers 
the microchannel from the bottom. The geometric param-
eters are shown in Fig. 1.

The physics of the problem governs with elastody-
namic equations for the solid parts (i.e. the microfluidic 
chip, substrate and piezoelectric actuators) together with 
electromechanical coupling at the piezoelectric actua-
tors and with Navier–Stokes equations for the fluid flow. 
Fluid–solid coupling interfaces are present between the 
solid and fluid domains. The device is excited by a time-
harmonic signal applied to the piezoelectric actuator. The 
problem can be well treated by a perturbation expansion. 
The time-harmonic fields can be written as

where �(�) is the displacement field in the structural part 
of the device. �1(�) is the first-order velocity, �1(�) is the 
first-order density, and p1(�) is the first-order pressure fields 
within the fluidic domain.

The time-harmonic elastodynamic equation for the solid 
parts reads as

where � is the stress field, � is the material density. For the 
chip material and substrate, a linear elastic model is imple-
mented which reads the stress–strain relation as

where � is the strain field, �E is the elasticity matrix. � is 
the Lamé’s first parameter, G is the shear modulus which are 
related to Poisson’s ratio and Young’s modulus as

Kinematics relates the strain and displacement fields as

Modeling of piezoelectric actuator requires an electrome-
chanical coupling, hence dependences of the stress and dis-
placement fields on the strain and electric fields need to be 

(1)�(�, t) =�(�)e−j�t,

(2)�1(�, t) = �1(�)e
−j�t,

(3)�1(�, t) = �1(�)e
−j�t,

(4)p1(�, t) = p1(�)e
−j�t = c2

f
�1(�)e

−j�t,

(5)∇ ⋅ � = −��2
�,

(6)�ij = −��ij�kk + 2G�ij = �E ⋅ �,

(7)� =
E�

(1 + �)(1 − 2�)
, G =

E

2(1 + �)
.

(8)� =
1

2

[
(∇�)T + ∇�

]
.

Fig. 1  Schematics of the computational domain
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defined. The linear constitutive relations for the piezoelectric 
actuator can be written as

where � is the piezoelectric coupling matrix, � is the elec-
tric displacement field, and � is the electric field. �̃E is the 
elasticity and �̃ is the dielectric matrices which are complex 
quantities defined as

where �S is the isotropic structural loss coefficient, ��S is the 
dielectric loss factor which account for mechanical damping 
and dielectric loss, respectively. Equation (11) can be also 
used in conjunction with Eq. (6) to take into account the 
structural damping for the linear elastic materials.

The charge conservation in terms of electric displacement 
field reads as

First-order pressure field in a quiescent fluid can be written 
as

where p(�) is the first-order pressure field, cf  is the speed of 
sound in the fluid and � is the angular frequency, � is the vis-
cous damping factor, � is the viscosity ratio, � is the viscos-
ity of fluid, �0 is the density of the quiescent fluid. In micro-
fluidics, typically flow speeds are low (i.e. |�o| ≤ 0.1m/s ), 
where �o is the zero-order velocity field); therefore, the 
effect of the zero-order velocity on the first-order velocity 
and pressure fields can be ignored, and Eq. (14) can still 
be employed for the first-order pressure field (Bruus 2011). 
Considering the operation at room temperature together with 
a frequency in the order of MHz, the viscous damping factor 

(9)� = �̃E ⋅ � − �
tr
⋅ �,

(10)� = � ⋅ � + �̃ ⋅ �,

(11)�̃E =�E

[
1 − j�S

]
,

(12)�̃ = �
[
1 − j𝜂𝜀S

]
,

(13)∇ ⋅ � = 0.

(14)∇2p1 = −k2p1, k = (1 + j�)
�

cf
, � =

(1 + �)��

2�0c
2
f

,

The zero-order flow field is governed by the continuity and 
Stokes equation due to low Reynolds number nature of the 
flow field:

Following the perturbation analysis for higher order terms, 
second-order continuity and Navier–Stokes equations can 
be derived (Bruus 2012a). Normally, the second-order 
terms are negligible compared to the first-order ones. How-
ever, time-harmonic nature of the first-order fields contrib-
utes to the time-averaged second-order effects. Therefore, 
time-averaged second-order equations are employed for 
the acoustophoretic applications. Second-order effects are 
responsible for acoustic streaming through which a fluid 
motion is induced by the acoustic waves. The thin viscous 
boundary layer in the first-order fields near the channel walls 
needs to be resolved to take acoustic streaming for the fluid 
motion into account, which makes the model computation-
ally extremely expensive especially for 3D simulations. The 
length scale of the viscous boundary layer is � =

√
2�∕�0� , 

which is sub-micrometer for water at frequencies in the order 
of MHz at room temperature (Settnes and Bruus 2012). 
Although there are some alternative ways are available to 
include acoustic streaming as a boundary condition for the 
zero-order velocity field based on semi-analytical treatment 
of the flow physics inside the boundary layer (at least for 
microchannels without any sharp edges or tips) (Lei et al. 
2014; Hahn et al. 2015), considering the flow rate values, 
particle and channel sizes investigated in this study, we 
neglect the effect of acoustic streaming on the fluid flow 
and particle trajectories.

The second-order effects are also responsible for acous-
tic radiation force acting on the particles. Although it is 
a second-order effect, together with the inviscid flow 
approximation which is valid when the particle radius is 
much greater than the viscous boundary layer thickness 
(i.e. a ≫ 𝛿 ), the acoustic radiation force can be calculated 
based on time-average of the first-order quantities as Bruus 
(2012b)

where S0 is either the particle surface or any surface 
encompassing the particle. p1 and �1 terms have contribu-
tions both from the incident and scattering components (i.e. 

(15)∇ ⋅ �0 = 0,

(16)−�p0 + �∇2
�0 = 0.

(17)

for water can be approximated as 10−6 , therefore, the com-
plex valued wavenumber k can be replaced by a real valued 
wavenumber k0 = �∕cf  in Eq. (14) (Bruus 2012a).
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p1 = p1,in + p1,sc , �1 = �1,in + �1,sc ). The incident compo-
nents ( p2

1,in
 , �2

1,in
 ) will cancel out each other during the inte-

gration over the control surface (Glynne-Jones et al. 2013).
Strictly speaking, the first-order field needs to be obtained 
with the presence of the particle, followed by the integration. 
Although some special treatment may be required for the 
calculation of the integral depending on size of the particle 
(Glynne-Jones et al. 2013), when the particle size is small 
compared to the channel dimensions, Rayleigh limit (i.e. sin-
gle scattering events) is valid and any particle–wall and par-
ticle–particle acoustic interactions can be ignored (Baasch 
and Dual 2018). Consequently, the acoustic radiation force 
can be written in terms of radiation potential (Gorkov 1962):

where � p is the density of the particle, c p is the speed of 
sound of the particle, f1 is the monopole coefficient, and f2 
is the dipole coefficient. In the equations above, the pressure 
and velocities are for incident waves which are equal to the 
first-order pressure and velocity fields without the presence 
of the particles. The monopole and dipole coefficients intro-
duce the effect of the scattered waves from the particle. In 
the inviscid limit, the relation between the first-order pres-
sure and velocity fields reads as

Although the inviscid assumption can be relieved and the 
monopole expression can be corrected for viscous effects, 
since we consider only polystyrene particles whose density 
is very close to that of water, and hence buoyant, there is 
no need for any correction for viscous effects in this study 
(Settnes and Bruus 2012). Once the zero-order and first-
order pressure and flow fields are obtained, the trajectory 
of the particles can be obtained by employing point-particle 
approach (i.e. Lagrangian tracking method Cetin et al. 2017). 
Newton’s second law of motion can be written as

(18)�rad = − ∇Urad,

(19)Urad =
4�

3
a3

[
f1

1

2�f c
2
f

⟨
p2
in

⟩
− f2

3

4
�f

⟨
�
2
in

⟩
]
,

(20)f1 = 1 −
�0c

2
f

� p c
2
p

, f2 =
2(� p − �0)

2� p + �0
⋅

(21)�1 = −
j

�0�
∇p1.

(22)m p

d� p

dt
= �rad + �drag + � g ,

where mp is the mass of the particle, � p is the particle veloc-
ity, �drag is the drag force and � g is the gravity force. The 
model is built on COMSOL Multiphysics and material prop-
erties are assigned using the material library of the COM-
SOL (“silicon” for the microfluidic chip material, “silica 
glass” for the substrate, “Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT-
4)” for the piezoelectric actuator and “water” for the fluid 
medium). Due to the low Reynolds number nature of the 
simulated cases, Stokes flow is employed for the drag force 
calculations. In addition, in COMSOL, predefined wall cor-
rections that take into account hydrodynamic particle–wall 
interactions for the calculation of the drag forces are also 
included in some case studies and no significant change in 
the results is observed. The simulations for each case typi-
cally take about 15-20 minutes on a 6-cores i7-8750h pro-
cessors at 2.20 GHz and with 32 GB of RAM.

3  Performance metrics

Two groups of particles with different diameters (small 
and large particles) are used for the simulations of each 
case. Three different diameters are simulated: 5 μm , 8 μm 
and 15 μm . All the particles are made of polystyrene. Total 
number of 660 particles (330 small particles + 330 large 
particles) are released for each case in groups of 60 par-
ticles from randomly distributed positions from the side 
inlets to mimic the experimental conditions (probability 
of a particle releasing from any point on the cross-section 
is the same). The following nomenclature for defining the 
size and exit locations of the particles is used in the per-
formance metrics:

(1) �ount_⟨A⟩_⟨B⟩ : Number of ⟨B⟩ sized particles exiting 
from the ⟨A⟩ exit or stuck in the channel ⟨A⟩ is either 
’main’, ‘side’ or ‘stuck’, and ⟨B⟩ is either ‘small’ or 
‘large’.

(2) �ount_Total_⟨A⟩ : Number of ⟨A⟩ sized particles in the 
simulation. ⟨A⟩ is either ‘small’ or ‘large’.

(3) μ
⟨B⟩
⟨A⟩ : Mean value of y−position of ⟨A⟩ sized particles at 

the ⟨B⟩ region of the channel ⟨A⟩ is either ‘small’ or 
‘large’, and ⟨B⟩ is either ‘lower’ or ‘upper’.

(4) �
⟨B⟩
⟨A⟩ : Standard deviation of y−position of ⟨A⟩ sized par-

ticles at the ⟨B⟩ region of the channel ⟨A⟩ is either 
‘small’ or ‘large’, and ⟨B⟩ is either ‘lower’ or ‘upper’.

Five parameters are introduced to discuss the separation per-
formance of the device, as follows.
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3.1  Purity

The main exit channel is intended for large particles to 
exit and side exit channels are intended for small particles. 
Therefore, purity is defined as follows:

3.2  Yield

Yield is the measure of what percentage of initially released 
large or small particles are recaptured at their intended exit 
locations:

Yield may be low due to two reasons, either particles got 
stuck in the channel and did not leave the channel from any 
of the exits or they exited from the unintended channel.

3.3  % Stuck

% Stuck denotes the percent of particles that did not 
exit from any of the separation channel exits during the 
simulation.

The occurrence of stuck particles generally is due to pres-
sure gradients occurring in directions other than the aimed 
separation direction. For instance, if there exist pressure 
gradients in the entry side channels then the particles may 
get stuck in the entry region even before entering the main 
channel. Moreover, it is possible to have pressure gradient 
especially in the height directions (mostly occurs when the 
depth of the channel is comparable to the wavelength of 
the acoustic waves) which leads to particles moving very 
close to the top and bottom walls of the channel. Since the 
velocity is small at the vicinity of the top and the bottom 
walls due to the no-slip boundary condition, the reduced 
drag force cannot carry the particles against the acoustic 

(23)

Puritymain =
Count_main_ large

Count_main_ large + Count_main_ small
,

(24)Purityside =
Count_ side_ small

Count_ side_ large + Count_ side_ small
.

(25)Yieldlarge =
Count_main_ large

Count_Total_ large
,

(26)Yieldsmall =
Count_ side_ small

Count_Total_ small
.

(27)%Stucklarge =
Count_ stuck_ large

Count_Total_ large
,

(28)%Stucksmall =
Count_ stuck_ small

Count_Total_ small
.

radiation force, hence particles which are either trapped or 
moving very slowly are counted as stuck particles.

3.4  Average force

The average acoustophoretic force on a single particle means 
acoustophoretic force experienced by each particle until the 
time they exit the separation channel or until the time they 
get stuck at a wall. Average of this acoustophoretic force 
across all the particles with large diameter or small diameter 
gives the average acoustophoretic force for large or small 
diameter particles.

3.5  Separation metric

The separation metric is intended for quantification of 
separation performance. A check point location is defined 
just before the side channel separation junction (please 
see Fig. 2). The x− and y−locations of each particle are 
stored in the simulation for each time step. Each particle’s 
y−location is stored as they pass the check point location. 
The mean value of y−locations of large and small parti-
cles as they pass the check point is evaluated at the upper 
and the lower separation regions. Standard deviations of 
y−locations at the separation point for large and small 
particles are also evaluated at upper and lower separation 
regions. The schematic representation of the separation 
metric is shown in Fig. 2. A similar performance param-
eter as separation efficiency was also recently introduced 
for acoustophoretic separation in the literature (Yang et al. 
2018; Garofalo Jun 2019).

3.6  Mean residence time

Residence time for a particle is the amount of time that 
passes between entering the channel from a side entry and 
leaving the channel from a side exit or the main exit. The 

(29)(Separation Metric)upper =
μ
upper

large
− μ

upper

small(
�
upper

large
+ �

upper

small

)
∕2

,

(30)(Separation Metric)lower =
μlower
large

− μlower
small(

�lower
large

+ �lower
small

)
∕2

,

(31)

Separation Metric

=
(Separation Metric)upper + (Separation Metric)lower

2
.
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average of all residence times for all the particles which 
exit the separation channel is the mean residence time.

4  Results and discussion

The geometric parameters for the acoustophoretic chip may be 
different for chips with different resonant frequencies. The geo-
metric parameters are shown in Fig. 1. All simulation param-
eters are tabulated in Table 2. The mesh for each simulation is 
selected to ensure at least ten elements for the simulated wave-
length. In the numerical studies, nominal flow rates (if the flow 
rate is not changed to investigate the effect) are 10 μL/min for 
each side channel (microparticle flow rate) and 60 μL/min for 
the main entry(buffer flow rate) which is a total flow rate of 80 
μL/min. Simulations are performed at different voltage levels 
and the value of the voltage that results in the highest purity and 
yield values is chosen as the excitation voltage for the case study.

4.1  Separation with 1.0 mm channel width (Case‑1)

In Case-1, separation of 5 μm and 15 μm particles are dem-
onstrated. The channel width is 1.0 mm which is the reso-
nant channel width for acoustophoretic force. The resonance 
frequency of the piezoelectric material along the thickness 
direction is around 700 kHz (722 kHz). Figure 3 shows 
the performance parameters of the separation together 
with the distribution of particles at the outlets within the 

microchannel. It can be seen from the top plot that purity 
at the channel outlets for 5 μm and 15 μm particles are 
high meaning that the most of the particles exited from 
the intended outlets they are supposed to. Yield values are 
around 80%, and 15 μm particles are separated with slightly 
higher yield. The yield values are lower than the purity val-
ues due to the stuck particles inside the channel. Average 
acoustophoretic forces acting on the 5 μm and 15 μm parti-
cles are calculated, and the average force is in the order of 
picoN and the average force on the large particles is almost 
30 times higher than the average force on the small parti-
cles. The average amount of time that particles spent in the 
separation chamber is 1.3 s. Separation metric is calculated 
to be 4.2 (the metric value will be more informative when 
compared to other cases).

4.2  Separation with different channel widths

4.2.1  At the corresponding resonance frequencies (Case‑2)

In Case-2, separation of 5 μm and 15 μm particles is demon-
strated for different channel widths. The piezoelectric actua-
tors are excited at the corresponding resonant frequencies. 
Channel widths of 330 μm , 660 μm , 1.0 mm and 1.65 mm 
which corresponds to piezoelectric actuator thicknesses of 
1.0 mm, 2.0 mm, 3.0 mm and 5.0 mm are simulated. These 
thickness values correspond to resonance frequencies around 
2.0 MHz, 1.0 MHz, 700 kHz and 400 kHz, respectively (see 

Fig. 2  Schematic representation 
of separation metric
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Table 1 for the dimensions). The purity and yield of particle 
separation at these frequencies are illustrated in Fig. 4a. It 
can be observed that the purity and yield values are simi-
lar for the chips designed for the resonance frequencies of 
around 2 MHz, 1 MHz and 700 kHz. The separation purity 
and yield significantly drops for the chip designed to reso-
nate around 400 kHz.

As shown in Fig.  4b, the number of stuck particles 
increases as the acoustic resonance frequency of the sepa-
ration channel decreases. The chip which resonates at 400 
kHz has a channel width of 1.65 mm whereas the chip with 
the 2 MHz resonance frequency has a channel width of 0.33 
mm with the same channel depth for both chips. Since the 
flow rate values in the simulations are the same for all of the 
chips (regardless of the resonance frequency of the chip), 
the particles in the 400 kHz chip flow in the largest cross-
sectional area, therefore, they have the lowest flow veloc-
ity. This fact exhibits itself as increased residence time in 

the chips with lower resonance frequency (see Fig. 4d). In 
addition to the acoustic force in the separation direction, 
particles also experience forces along the height direction 
of the channels (with smaller amplitudes compared to forc-
ing amplitudes in separation direction). When the particles 
move with small velocities and reside longer times in low 
resonance frequency channels, they have more time to move 
towards the top and bottom walls of the channel where the 
flow velocity is small, and hence the drag force acting on 
the particles is small. Therefore, the particles are either 
trapped or moving very slowly which increases the number 
of stuck particles at lower resonance frequency chips. In 
addition, Fig. 4c shows that the particles need higher acous-
tophoretic forces for separation as the separation frequency 
increases. High-frequency resonance chips have smaller 
channel widths and particles flow with higher velocities, 
therefore, they need higher acoustophoretic force for a suc-
cessful separation in shorter time. Average acoustophoretic 
forces acting on the 5 μm and 15 μm particles are calculated, 
and the average force is in the order of picoN and the aver-
age force on the large particles is almost 30 times higher 
than that of the smaller particles. This value is slightly dif-
ferent than what the theory predicts (27 times) since each 
particle takes a different trajectory, therefore, experiencing 
different acoustic pressures and forces during their motion. 
The theoretical ratio would be observed if all the particles 
were experiencing the same acoustic pressures during their 
motion. Figure 4d represents that as the chip resonance fre-
quency increases, average residence time for the particles 
increases. This is due to fact that high-resonance frequency 
chips have smaller channel widths. Figure 4d also shows that 
the separation metric is the highest in the 1.0 MHz chip and 
it is significantly lower for 400 kHz chip. Figure 4e shows 
the particle distributions of a low separation metric value (at 
the inlet and outlet of a 400 kHz chip) and a high separation 
metric value (at the inlet and outlet of a 700 kHz chip). It 
can be seen from the lower part of Figure 4e that 700 kHz 
chip has a better separation than that of the 400 kHz chip as 
interpreted by the separation metric.

4.2.2  At the same frequency (case‑3)

In Case-3, different channel widths of 330 μm , 660 μm , 1.0 
mm and 1.65 mm are used for particle separation, however 
different from Case-2, the piezoelectric actuators with a 
thickness of 5.0 mm are excited at a fixed frequency of 400 
kHz. The purpose of Case-3 is to evaluate the possibility 
of separating the particles even if the width of the chan-
nel is not equal to half of the wavelength of the pressure 
wave in the fluid. Figure 5a shows the purity and yield 
of particle separation at different channel widths when 
everything else is kept the same, namely the geometric 
properties of the chip (chip width, length, thickness) as 

Table 1  Simulation parameters

The material properties are taken from COMSOL Material Library at 
T = 20

o unless otherwise stated

Geometric parameters (referring to Fig 1)
 Length of computational 

domain
L 8.0 [mm]

 Width of computational 
domain

W 4.0 [mm]

 Thickness of glass substrate hglass 0.5 [mm]
 Thickness of chip hchip 1.0 [mm]
 Thickness of piezoelectric 

actuator
hpiezo 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0 [mm]

 Width of piezoelectric 
actuator

Wpiezo W/6

 Length of channel Lchan 6.0 [mm]
 Height of channel hchan 0.15, 0.25 [mm]
 Width of main channel Wchan 0.33, 0.66, 1.0, 1.5 [mm]
 Width of side channel Wside Wchan∕2

 Angle for side channel �side 120o

 Diameter of particles dp 5.0, 8.0, 15 [μm]
Operating Parameters
 Flow rate at main channel QA 10, 20, 30, 60 [μL/min]
 Flow rate at side channels QB 10 [μL/min]
 Frequency of applied voltage f 0.4 0.7, 1.0, 2.0 [MHz]

Polystyrene
 Density �p 1050 [kg/m3]
 Speed of sound cp 2300 [m/s]

Silicon
 Isotropic structural loss coef-

ficient
�S 1 × 10

−4

Glass
 Isotropic structural loss coef-

ficient
�S 1 × 10

−3
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well as the excitation and geometric variables of the piezo-
electric actuators (dimensions, frequency). As seen from 
the figure, successful separation of microparticles is pos-
sible for all channel widths. 660 μm channel width seems 
to be performing better than the separation in other chan-
nel widths. Figure 5b illustrates the number of particles 
which are stuck in the channel. It is clear that the number 
of stuck particles is the lowest when the channel width is 
1.65 mm (which is the closest channel width to the half 
wavelength at the excitation frequency of 400 kHz). Fig-
ure 6 illustrates how the acoustic pressure distributions 
look like for each channel width. Similar distribution pat-
terns and values are observed for each chip with differ-
ent channel widths. Furthermore, the pressure amplitudes 
inside the separation channels are also similar. However, 
since the acoustic forces are related to spatial gradients of 
pressure, higher acoustic forces are generated in channels 
with smaller width. Additionally, the required voltages are 
also provided to reach the required acoustic pressures in 
the caption of Fig. 6. Since 1.65 mm channel width is 
the closest value for the half wavelength of the acous-
tic pressure wave at 400 kHz, the voltage is the lowest 
for that channel width. For the smaller channel widths, 
the required voltages are almost an order of magnitude 
higher than the voltages required in Case-2. For instance, 
in Case-2, the voltage required for separation in a chip 
with 1.0 mm channel width is 3 V at 722 kHz; however, 
if the separation is simulated in the same chip but with 
piezoelectric actuators operating at 400 kHz (Case-3), the 

required voltage becomes 120 V. These higher voltages 
at small channel widths make the separation practically 
impossible due to heating issues which certainly exhibit 
themselves at these high voltages.

4.3  Separation at different channel depths (case‑4)

In Case-4, different channel depths of 50 μm , 150 μm , 
250 μm , 500 μm , 750 μm and 950 μm are used. The chan-
nel width used in this study is 1.0 mm which corresponds 
to a resonance frequency around 700 kHz. The purpose of 
Case-3 is to evaluate the effect of channel depth in acousto-
phoretic separation. In all channel depths, the side and main 
inlet flow rates are the same. Figure 7a shows the purity 
and yield of 5 μm and 15 μm particles. 250 μm depth seem 
to be resulting in favorable outcomes in terms of purity and 
yield. Lower purity and yield results are obtained when the 
depth of the channel is about half the wavelength of the 
acoustic pressure wave ( 950 μm ) at 700 kHz. Figure 7b illus-
trates the acoustic force required decreases with increasing 
depth since the velocity of the particles drop as the chan-
nel depth gets larger (since the same flow rate is applied 
for all channel depths). The percentage of particles stuck 
in the channel diminshes as the channel depths increase 
(sedimentation under gravity is not modeled). The reason 
for this low number of stuck particles in deeper channels is 
possibly due to the low acoustic forces on particles. Even 
though the number of stuck particles is small for deep chan-
nels, it is clear from Fig. 7a that the purity and yield are 

Fig. 3  Separation and perfor-
mance metrics in 1.0 mm chan-
nel with 700 kHz resonance: a 
separation of 5 μm and 15 μm 
particles, b purity and yield, c 
% stuck and force, d separation 
metric and residence time
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low for deep channels. The separation metric demonstrated 
in Fig. 7d also favors 250 μm depth channel for successful 
separation of 5 μm and 15 μm particles. Figure 7d depicts a 
trend that as the residence time inside the channel increases, 
the separation metric decreases. Figure 7e shows the particle 
distributions at the main and side outlets. It can be observed 
that for 250 μm depth channel, particles seem to exit the 
channels almost uniformly from all channel depths. Moreo-
ver, in 250 μm channel depth chip, 5 μm and 15μm particles 
are clearly separated from each other. On the other hand, for 
the channel with a depth of 950 μm , the particles experience 
clear movement along the height of the channel since the 
depth is comparable to the wavelength. As seen from the 
figure, the red particles moved to the bottom of the channel 
resulting in inefficient separation. The blue particles can be 
seen at the unintended main channel exit and the red parti-
cles can be seen exiting from the unintended side channel 
exits. The existence of both size particles in all exits makes 

the separation process difficult. If the amplitude of the volt-
age is increased, the blue particles will move towards the 
main channel (unintended channel); on the other hand, if 
the voltage is decreased, then the red particles will move 
towards the side channels (unintended channel). Therefore, 
it is not possible to improve separation performance through 
voltage adjustments of the piezoelectric actuators for the 
950 μm depth channel.

4.4  Separation with different flow rate ratios 
(case‑5)

In Case-5, the flow rates of the main and side channels are 
arranged such that particles coming from side inlets stay 
close to the walls of the separation chamber. The chan-
nel width is 1.0 mm which corresponds to 700 kHz thick-
ness resonance condition of the PZTs. The performance 
of separation is evaluated for the main flow to sheath flow 

Fig. 4  Performance metrics and 
separation at different resonance 
frequencies: a purity and yield, 
b % stuck, c average acous-
tophoretic force, d separation 
metric and residence time, e 
separation of 5 μm and 15 μm 
particles
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ratios of 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 5.0 and 10. Figure 8a shows that the 
purity improves with increasing flow rate ratio which indi-
cates increasing the main channel flow rate decreases the 

possibility of particles exiting from the unintended exit. The 
yield seems to increase until Q A ∕Q B ratio becomes 5.0. 
There seems to be a decrease in the yield for the highest flow 
rate ratio of 10. It can be understood from Fig. 8b that the 
reason for the reduction in the yield for the flow ratio of 10 is 
the increase in the acoustic force required to achieve separa-
tion. In all the runs of this case study, QB was fixed at 20 μ
L/min; therefore, as the flow rate ratio is increased the main 
channel, the flow rate also increases which causes a need for 
higher acoustophoretic force. Figure 8d presents that separa-
tion metric increases as the flow rate ratio increases which 
is in line with the purity results obtained in Fig. 8a. It is 
also clear that when the main flow rate increases, residence 
time decreases which shows that higher throughput can be 
obtained with a higher separation metric. Table 2 summa-
rizes the flow rates at the entry channels and required volt-
ages on the piezoelectric actuators to accomplish separation.

Fig. 5  Performance metrics 
at different channel widths: a 
purity and yield, b % stuck, c 
average acoustophoretic force, d 
separation metric and residence 
time

Fig. 6  Pressure distributions: a W
chan

= 330 μm , V = 90 V, b 
W

chan
= 660 μm , V = 250 V, c W

chan
= 1.0 mm, V = 120 V, d 

W
chan

= 1.65 mm, V = 16 V
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4.5  Separation for similar size particles (case‑6)

In all previous cases, 5 μm and 15 μm particles are sepa-
rated from each other. In Case-6, different from previous 
cases, the separation of two similar size particles, 5 μm and 
8 μm particles, is simulated. Case-6 is similar to Case-2 in 
the sense that separation is performed at different channel 
widths and their corresponding resonance frequencies. It 
can be seen from Fig. 9a that the purity and yield values 
are significantly lower than that of Case-2. However, the 
trends in purity and yield of 5 μm and 8 μm particle sepa-
ration is very similar to the trends in Case-2. As in Case-
2, separation with 2.0 MHz resonance chip and 1.0 MHz 
resonance chip is similar, and they are better compared to 
chips with other resonant frequencies (700 kHz and 400 
kHz). Figure 9b illustrates that the percentage of the stuck 
particles increases as the resonance frequency of the chan-
nel decreases which is a similar behavior that of Case-2. 

Figure 9d depicts residence time. The behavior is again 
similar to that of Case-2 which is quite expected since 
flow rates and channel geometries are the same in both 
cases. Figure 9d also shows that the separation metric is 
the highest in 1.0 MHz resonance chip.

4.5.1  The effect of focused particle release (case‑7)

In Case-6, it was shown that as the particle diameters of the 
two particle groups become closer, the performance of sepa-
ration deteriorates. To improve the separation performance, 
the particles are released into the separation channel from 
a narrower region along the depth and width directions. In 
other words, starting positions for the particles prior to being 
exposed to acoustophoretic force is closer to each other. 
This shows the sensitivity of separation process to starting 
location of the particles. In Case-7, the chip with 1.0 mm 
channel width is used which has a resonant frequency near 

Fig. 7  Performance metrics 
at different channel depths: a 
purity and yield, b % stuck, c 
average acoustophoretic force, d 
separation metric and residence 
time, e particle distribution at 
the main and side outlets
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700 kHz. The depth of the channels is chosen to be 150 μm . 
Instead of releasing particles from randomly distributed 
locations along the cross-section of the channel, this time 
the particles are released from a narrower section with dif-
ferent variations. Three different variations are compared 
against the baseline which is the case of random distribution 
over the entire cross-section. The particle distributions at 
the inlet locations for the compared cases are demonstrated 

in Fig. 10. The first confined release case corresponds to 
releasing particles from the quarter of the width of the side 
channels only. The second case corresponds to releasing 
from the quarter of the depth of the side channel only, and 
the last case corresponds to releasing particles from a region 
which is the quarter of the width and quarter of the depth 
of the channel.

Figure 11a shows that narrowing of the entrance region 
of the particles improves the separation performance sig-
nificantly. Purity and yield are significantly improved for 
all cases with confined release area. When the particles are 
released from quarter width-quarter height configuration, 
the purity and yield is 100%. To assess the performance for 
a more challenging task, a size distribution is assigned for 
5 μm and 8 μm particles. The size distributions of these two 
groups of diameters of particles are shown in Fig. 12a. The 
largest diameter of the smaller size particles is 5.8 μm and 
the smallest diameter of the large size particles is 6.8 μm . It 
can be seen that these two diameter values are quite close 

Fig. 8  Performance metrics 
at different flow rate ratios: a 
purity and yield, b % stuck, c 
average acoustophoretic force, d 
separation metric and residence 
time

Table 2  Flow rates and voltages applied to PZT for runs with differ-
ent flow rate ratio

Q
A

Q
B

Voltage
[μL/min] [μL/min] [V]

Q
A
∕Q

B
= 1.0 20 20 6

Q
A
∕Q

B
= 2.0 40 20 9

Q
A
∕Q

B
= 3.0 60 20 11

Q
A
∕Q

B
= 5.0 100 20 14

Q
A
∕Q

B
= 10 200 20 20
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to each other and which makes acoustophoretic separation 
very challenging. Figure 11b shows the purity and yield val-
ues for the particles with size distribution given in Fig. 12a. 
It can be seen that for the baseline case, the performance 
results are similar to single sized separation cases. On the 
other hand, the given size distributions challenged the 
focused release cases where in general the purity and yield 
have dropped for the particles released from quarter of the 
depth of the channel and quarter of the width of the chan-
nel as shown in Fig. 11b. Impressively, the case where the 
particles were released from a narrow section as shown in 
Fig. 10d, 100% separation is still possible which shows that 
if the particles are released from similar initial locations, 
selectivity of acoustophoresis in terms of size can be quite 
high. Figure 11c shows that even though perfect separation 
is achieved in this configuration, the separation metric has 
significantly dropped compared to the case with no size dis-
tribution. Figure 12b shows the exit locations of particles 
with size distribution. As seen from Fig. 11, narrowing the 

release region in the depth direction is more efficient than 
narrowing the release region in the width direction.

5  Concluding remarks

In this study, a 3D multiphysics numerical simulation model 
which couples electrical–mechanical–structural–acoustic 
domains is performed. The simulation results are used to cal-
culate acoustophoretic and drag force components on parti-
cles and microparticle separation is successfully performed. 
The proposed simulation methodology may also be used to 
optimize the piezoelectric materials geometry, configuration 
and locations. In addition, the effects of geometry, material 
and electro-mechanical properties of the acoustophoretic 
chip components on separation performance and sensitivity 
of performance to these parameters can be evaluated using 

Fig. 9  Performance metrics 
for similar particles: a purity 
and yield, b % stuck, c average 
acoustophoretic force, d separa-
tion metric and residence time
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the proposed numerical model. The important conclusions 
drawn from this study can be summarized as follows:

• Case-2 and Case-6 show that chips which are designed 
for higher resonance frequency (narrow width chips) 
resulted in higher separation performance (higher 
purity and yield). Moreover, the number of stuck par-
ticles increases as the resonance frequency of the chips 
reduces.

• Case-3 demonstrates that when the two piezoelectric 
actuators are driven out-of-phase, it is possible to sep-
arate microparticles at any frequency. However, if the 
half wavelength of the pressure wave at the frequency 
of excitation is quite different than the channel width, 
high voltage values are required to create high amplitude 
standing pressure wave in the channel. Even though it is 
possible to separate microparticles at every frequency 
theoretically; you need to operate the microfluidic device 
at a frequency where the half wavelength of the pressure 
wave needs to be close to channel width of the separation 
channel practically (which is the common practice in the 
acoustofluidic literature), since the required input levels 
become too high if the half wavelength condition is not 
satisfied.

• Case-4 indicates that separation at shallow channels can 
be difficult since the flow velocity will be too high in 
the separation channel for a given flow rate. Due to high 
flow velocity, high acoustophoretic forces therefore high 
voltages are needed on the PZTs and this resulted in high 
number of stuck particles at the side entry inlets of the 
channel.

• Case-4 also shows that separation at deep channels 
(where the pressure wavelength is close to channel 
depth) results in variation of pressure field along the 
height direction. Therefore, at certain height levels, the 
pressure field generates enough acoustophoretic forces 

to accomplish separation. On the other hand, at some 
other height levels, pressure field is not high enough 
for separation. If voltage is further increased to achieve 
separation at the weak pressure height level, it results in 
high acoustic pressures at another level where the small 
diameter microparticles start to exit from main channel 
(unintended channel). Therefore, the channel should not 
be at depths that are comparable to pressure wavelength.

• Case-5 shows that as the ratio of the main channel flow 
rate to side channel increases, the purity and yield of 
microparticle separation significantly improves. On the 
other hand, if the flow velocity becomes very fast, high 
voltages on the PZTs will be required for separation. 
Main channel flow rate which drags the particles towards 
the walls seems to improve the purity at the channel exits 
but if the main channel flow rate is too high, the required 
acoustophoretic force becomes too large and the particles 
close to the walls get stuck at the side walls as well as the 
top and bottom walls due to the increased acoustopho-
retic force.

• Case-6 shows that as the particle sizes get closer to 
each other, separation performance drops. In Case-7, 
to improve the separation, particles are released from a 
narrower region which significantly improved the separa-
tion quality. Forcing the particles into a narrower region 
before entering the separation channel is an approach 
which can be found in the literature (Tenje et al. 2015) 
(the process was called pre-alignment in that study, we 
prefer to call focusing). Similar to our findings, it was 
stated that pre-alignment improved the separation per-
formance significantly. In the same case study, size dis-
tribution is given for the small and large diameter particle 
groups to further understand the limits of size-based sep-
aration capability of acoustophoretic process. The exist-
ence of size distribution decreased purity and yield val-
ues of the quarter width and quarter height release cases. 

Fig. 10  Particle distribution for 
different focusing configurations
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Fig. 11  Performance metrics 
for similar particles at differ-
ent focusing configurations: 
a purity and yield (without 
size distribution), b purity and 
yield (with size distribution), c 
separation metric and residence 
time with and without size 
distribution

Fig. 12  Particle distributions for 
5 μm and 8 μm particles: a size 
distribution at the inlet of the 
channel, b particle distribution 
at the outlets
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It is observed that confining the particle release along the 
height direction results in better separation performance 
compared to confined particle release along the width 
dimension. Even for the particles with size distribution, 
when the particles are released from the narrowest area 
(the quarter of the width and the quarter of the height of 
the side channel cross section) perfect separation was 
achieved. This case study shows that if particles can be 
focused prior to separation, acoustophoresis will have a 
remarkable resolution in size-based separation.
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